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1 Enabling course editing
To edit the content of a course on the LEARN platform, you must first log in to the platform
from the link https://learn-archive-f20.frederick.ac.cy/course/index.php?categoryid=39. You
will find all the modules of the program on the main page. You may then choose the module
that you want to edit by clicking on “CLICK TO ENTER THE COURSE”. See for example
screen shot for Module 5, Figure 1. Note that the courses have been created beforehand by the
administrator.

Figure 1

Once you have entered the module page you will need to “turn editing on” from the course
administration menu, Figure 2. This is necessary so that you the instructor can activate the
editing tools of the course and begin forming it by giving it content, format and structure.

Figure 2
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1.1 Editing course settings
Under the same course administration section, you can also find the “edit settings” option,
Figure 3. Clicking on this option will allow you modify the section appearance of the module
(weekly or topics format for example), set starting dates, set an image, write a description for
the module and other settings.

Figure 3

1.2 Changing the topic
name

To assign a specific name to a Topic as well as to provide a description, click Edit at the end
of the Topic bar and from the drop-down menu select Edit topic, Figure 4, Figure 5.
Alternatively, you may click on the pen icon next to the topic name, Figure 4.

Figure 4

Don’t forget to click on save changes, Figure 5.
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Figure 5

2 Adding course content
To add course content in a topic, select the Add an activity or resource that appears under
the topic name on the right. A new window will appear from which you may select resources
from the ACTIVITIES and RECOURCES sections accordingly, Figure 6.
To upload files (e.g. Word, PowerPoint, PDF) you can either select File from the
RESOURCES, or, you may find it more convenient to drag-and-drop the file you want (from
the windows explorer or desktop for example) to the area just below the topic name.
Furthermore, the label choice in the RESOURCES allows you to write a description for the
specific topic.
2.1 Creating an assignment form
To create an assignment form, select Assignment from the Add an activity or resource
menu. Then, enter the name and description of the assignment in the respective fields that will
appear in the new window, Figure 7. Do not forget to check the display the description on
course page box.
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Figure 6

Figure 7
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In the Availability field you can set the submission dates for the assignment. If you do not want
students to be able to submit the assignment after the deadline, you must enable the Cut-off
date, by clicking on Enable and setting the last possible submission date, Figure 8.

Figure 8

Note that It is important to turn editing off when you are done with the editing of your course, Figure
9.

Figure 9
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2.2 Assignment marking and plagiarism

To grade the work of your students, you need to enter the Activity section that was created for
students to submit their work. Figure 10. A new window will then appear from which you
need to click on select view submissions, Figure 11. Figure 12 is the window that will appear
when view submissions is selected. For each student there is a grade icon, Figure 12, which
you need to click on to direct you to the grading page.

Figure 10

Figure 11
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Figure 12

The Turnitin tool for plagiarism is available which assess the plagiarism percentage and
displays it for each assignment, Figure 12. When you click on the plagiarism percentage
calculated the tool will redirect to a the feedback studio webpage of the Turnitin. From this new
window that will open, Figure 13, the tool gives you a detailed match overview for every text
similarity detected, Figure 13, Figure 14. Depending on the similarity percentage expected and
the one calculated by Turnitin you may act accordingly.

Figure 13
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Figure 14

Once you have completed the plagiarism percentage check, close the Turnitin tool from your
browser and return to the LEARN platform for further grading, Figure 15.

Figure 15
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3 Guide for creating a quiz
The Quiz enables the instructor to design and create tests containing multiple choice
questions, true/false questions, short answer questions and other type of questions. These
questions can be categorized and saved so that they can be reused in the future. Quizzes can be
attempted multiple of times if required and permitted by the instructor. For every effort the
student is graded automatically.
3.1 Adding a quiz to the course and editing it to add questions
Section 3.2 presents a more structured and coordinated way to create a quiz by the use of
question banks. This section refers to how to add a quiz as an activity to a specific section or
topic of the course and how to edit the quiz to add questions in the quiz.
To create a quiz, you must first login to the platform and enter the course you would like to
create a quiz for. Subsequently add a quiz in a specific section or new section that you have
created for the quiz, Figure 16 (for example you may create a new section or topic and name it
First midterm test, or Quiz 1 etc.). Detailed instructions follow in section 3.4 of this guide. You
may then edit the quiz and begin adding new questions, Figure 17, Figure 18. Details about
the type of questions available and how to create/edit them can be found in section 3.2

Figure 16
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Figure 17

Figure 18

3.2 Creating a question bank
To create a question database (question bank) to be used for a Quiz, you must first login to the
platform and enter the course you would like to create a quiz for. Choose the question bank
option from the administration section, Figure 19.
In the new window that will appear select new question, Figure 20. At this stage you need to
select the type of question/quiz,

Figure 21.
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Figure 19

Figure 20

Figure 21
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By selecting any type of question from the list, you can see a brief description for each type.
Some of the most popular are:
3.2.1 Multiple choice questions

When answering a question (which may include a picture) the student chooses between
multiple answers. There are two types of multiple-choice questions. The first is the type with
only one correct answer, Figure 22. The second is the type with multiple correct answers and
each correct answer is assigned a correctness weight.

Figure 22

3.2.2 True/false questions

Figure 23 shows an example of a true/false type question

Figure 23

3.2.3 Matching questions
Matching questions provide a list of sub-questions along with a list of possible answers. The student
must "match" the correct answer to each question,

Figure 24.

Figure 24
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3.2.4 Short answer questions

Short answer questions require students to enter one word or phrase in response to a question.
Answers may include more than one correct answer. Acceptable answers can be a word or a
phrase, but they must match exactly one of your correct answers. It is a good idea to keep the
required answer as short as possible to avoid losing a correct answer that is differently worded,
expressed.
3.2.5 Numerical questions

From the student's perspective, a numerical question looks exactly like a short answer because it
introduces its answer into a short editing box. The difference is that the answer must be
numerical and the answers allowed have an acceptable range of errors. This allows for a
continuous range of responses within a certain tolerance of the correct answer, Figure 25.

Figure 25

3.2.6 Drag and drop onto image questions

Drag and drop questions require students to drag with their mouse answer blocks and match
them to a group of questions. For example, you can ask students to complete a sentence or
definition. These questions can be designed so that possible answers can be used more than
once or provide various answers for students to choose from that are not all necessarily
correct.
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3.3 Example of how to create a multiple-choice question

a. To make the question available to all your Course Groups, select from the Category the school to
which the course belongs.
b. Fill in a name in the Question Text field so you can easily locate the question and then write the
question.
c. Depending on whether you want the question to have one or more correct answers, choose the
corresponding selection from the list. Also, if you want to shuffle the answers so that they do not
appear in the same order for al students, select Shuffle the choices;
d. In the Answers fields, Figure 26, enter the choice of answers that will appear for the question. If
only one answer is correct select 100%. If more than one answers are correct then choose the
respective correctness weight for each answer, for example 50% if there are two correct answers,
Figure 27.
e. Once you have completed all the answers, click Save Changes at the end of the page.
f.

Your first question has been created. Add more questions in the same way, following for each
question form the platform instructions until the Quiz is completed.

Figure 26
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Figure 27

3.4 Adding a quiz to the course
Once you have created all the questions, go back to the course page to add the Quiz.
a. turn editing on per in the beginning of the instructions, Figure 1, Figure 2.
b. Select the topic or week in which you want the quiz and click Add an activity or resource. From
the list of Activities, select Quiz, Figure 28.

Figure 28
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c. In the page that will open, you will have to make the necessary settings you want for the Quiz,
such as name, description and time and date that the quiz will be available, Figure 29.

Figure 29

d. To change the order of questions that will appear to each student, select Yes in Shuffle within
questions from the Question behaviour, Figure 30.

Figure 30

e. Finally, click Save and return to course.
f.

To add the questions you created, you must select the Quiz from where you placed it on the
course, Figure 31, Figure 32.
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Figure 31

Figure 32

g. Click on add and from the drop-down menu and select from question bank, Figure 33. you may
also add a new question at a time if you want. It is also possible to create a question bank from
previously created questions.

Figure 33

h. Make sure that from the category drop down menu you have selected the school where te quiz was
initially created (e.g. Special Education). You will find all the questions you created there. Select
them and then click on Add selected questions to the quiz, Figure 34.
i.

Finally click on save and the quiz will be ready for the students.
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Figure 34
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Quickstart Guide
This Quickstart Guide will help you
Set up your teaching space

1

Add materials for your learners

2

Get your learners onto your site

2

Teach better online

4

Get more information

5

Moodle calls the space where you teach online a ‘course’. It can be a course for just one
student or for a large group. You can use it for any subject or kind of teaching you like.
Here’s how:
1. Log in with your MoodleCloud account
2. From the left panel (the Navigation drawer) click Site administration
3. Click the Courses tab
4. Click Add a new course
5. Add your course details, using the ? icon for extra help
6. Click Save and display
7. Click Proceed to course content to add your teaching
8. materials.
atch our 3 minute video How can I create a course?
W

1.
2.

3.

Log in and go to the course you made
Click the cog icon top right and then click Turn editing on:

To add files such as documents or presentations, drag and drop from your desktop
(but remember with MoodleCloud free, your storage is limited)
Watch our 2 minute video: Drag and drop files into Moodle

4.

To add other activities, click Add an
activity or resource wherever you want to add
your item:

5.

Choose an item from the box that appears. Double click an item to set it up.
atch our 3 minute video: How can I add course content?
W

6.

Your MoodleCloud site offers you many different activities. You could

begin with:
●
●
●
●

URL: Add links to useful websites for your learners to visit.
Forum: Set up discussions where learners can respond from home, in their
own time.
Assignment: Get learners to submit work in a number of ways
Big Blue Button: See and talk to your learners (check your MoodleCloud
package for restrictions)

Want to know more? See the section Get more information.

There are two steps to take:
1. Get your learners onto your MoodleCloud site
2. Give your learners access to your teaching materials

If you’re in a hurry, you can let them do this themselves. We’ll show you how now.

Want to control access yourself? See the section Get more information.

This means learners can create their own accounts on your site. It is quick, but others
could create accounts too, so be careful. Remember MoodleCloud free only allows 50
users.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Log in with your MoodleCloud account
From the left panel (the Navigation drawer) click Site administration
Click the Plugins tab and scroll down to Authentication
Click Manage authentication
Click to open the 'eye' icon of Email-based self registration:

6. S
croll down and from the 'Self registration' dropdown section, select
E
mail-based self-registration:

7. Scroll down and click the button Save changes

atch our 2 minute video: How can new users sign up to my Moodle?
W

This means learners can enrol themselves into the course you made, to access your
teaching materials. This is quick, but in theory anyone who creates an account could
access your course - so set an Enrolment key and share it with your learners only.
1. Click into the course you want your learners to access
2. From the left panel (Navigation drawer) click Participants
3. Click the cog icon on the right (above Enrol users) and select Enrolment
methods
4. Click to open the eye of Self enrolment (Student)
5. Click the cog icon to the right of that eye icon to access the settings page.
6. Add an Enrolment key which you will share with your learners.
W
atch our 2 minute video: How can learners sign up to my courses?

1. Email or message your learners, telling them the web address of your
MoodleCloud site.
2. Tell them to click “Log in “ and then “Create new account”
3. Tell them the name of their course and share the Enrolment key you made.

This quick start guide will do just that: get you started quickly. But if you’re new to online
teaching, you might want to think about how best to move your classes to an online
setting. Here are some tips and links to help you:

Don’t try to replicate your face-to-face classes online
Just because you teach several hours a day ‘live’ doesn’t mean you need to do the same
online. If you must, then schedule a live BigBlueButtonBN session a couple of times a
week using it as Q&A time for issues your students might have when studying at home.
Alternatively, record yourself teaching on BBB - but keep it short, much shorter than
your usual classes.

Use the Flipped Learning approach
Set your students tasks of doing research, watching an essential video or preparing for a
project, and use that occasional live session to gather feedback from them, rather than
instructions from you. Let them drive the sessions.

Avoid static resources: embrace interactivity
●

●
●
●
●

It is easy to drag and drop your documents and presentations, but they use up storage
space and frustrate learners who have to download them. If you have to, add them to a
sharing site such as GoogleDrive and make links to them.
Aim for alternatives which they have to engage with. Find useful
sites/games/webquests you can share as URLs.
Make the most of Forums by posing a daily teaser, puzzle or ethical dilemma.
Promise a reward to the most inspired solutions.
Encourage them to post sound or video responses in Forums - great for
Language teaching or those who struggle to type.
Add Quizzes with a short video as a ‘Description’ and questions afterwards to test their
understanding.

Keep them posted!
Use the Announcements to stay in touch, informing them of new items you’ve added,
daily challenges, star students etc. Encourage them to download the Moodle app.

MoodleCloud
thtps://moodlecloud.com/app/en/
Check here to see what’s available on your MoodleCloud package, and whether you
need to upgrade.

YouTube Videos:
M
oodle Admin Basics Youtube Playlist
Want to add courses quickly? Want to re-use existing courses? Prefer to add learners
yourself to be safer? These videos will show you how.
Learn Moodle 3.8 Basics Playlist
While not specifically made for MoodleCloud, these videos explain in detail how to teach
with Moodle. You’ll learn how to set up assignments, discussion forums, add URLs, get
your learners collaborating with each other and much more.
Learn Moodle Extra
Explore Moodle’s more powerful activities with these advanced tutorials enabling you to
set up branching scenarios and peer collaboration.

Documentation
These pages form part of Moodle’s collaborative documentation wiki. While not
specifically aimed at MoodleCloud users, they are still useful.
A
dmin Basics documentation pages
A set of pages for new, non-technical Moodle administrators.
A
dmin quick guide
A page covering the basics for new Moodle administrators.
T
eacher quick guide
A page covering the basics for new Moodle teachers.

Free MOOCs
Moodle Admin Basics - self-paced, always available, free MOOC on
ttps://learn.moodle.org/. Enrol now!
h
Learn Moodle 3.9 Basics - watch social media for the June launch of this Teaching with Moodle
MOOC on https://learn.moodle.org/
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